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ABSTRACT. Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over a compact Kähler manifold X en-
dowed with a singular Hermitian metric h with curvature current c1(L, h) ≥ 0. In certain
cases when the wedge product c1(L, h)k is a well defined current for some positive integer
k ≤ dimX, we prove that c1(L, h)k can be approximated by averages of currents of inte-
gration over the common zero sets of k-tuples of holomorphic sections over X of the high
powers Lp := L⊗p.

In the second part of the paper we study the convergence of the Fubini-Study currents
and the equidistribution of zeros of L2-holomorphic sections of the adjoint bundles Lp ⊗
KX , where L is a holomorphic line bundle over a complex manifold X endowed with a
singular Hermitian metric h with positive curvature current. As an application, we obtain
an approximation theorem for the current c1(L, h)k using currents of integration over the
common zero sets of k-tuples of sections of Lp ⊗KX .

1. INTRODUCTION

Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over the compact Kähler manifold (X,Ω) and let
n = dimX. Given a holomorphic section σ ∈ H0(X,Lp), where Lp := L⊗p, we denote
by [σ = 0] the current of integration (with multiplicities) over the analytic hypersurface
{σ = 0} ⊂ X. We define Ak(Lp), k ≤ n, to be the space of positive closed currents R of
bidegree (k, k) on X of the form

(1) R =
1

pkN

N∑
`=1

[σ`,1 = 0] ∧ . . . ∧ [σ`,k = 0] .

Here N ∈ N and σ`,j ∈ H0(X,Lp) are such that [σ`,1 = 0] ∧ . . . ∧ [σ`,k = 0] is a well
defined positive closed current on X in the sense of [D4, FS]. Recall that in this case
the set {σ`,i1 = 0} ∩ . . . ∩ {σ`,ij = 0} has pure dimension n − j for every i1 < . . . < ij in
{1, . . . , k} and the current [σ`,1 = 0] ∧ . . . ∧ [σ`,k = 0] is equal to the current of integration
with multiplicities along the analytic set {σ`,1 = 0} ∩ . . . ∩ {σ`,k = 0} [D4, Corollary 2.11,
Proposition 2.12]. Building on our previous work [CM1] we will prove the following
approximation result for wedge products of integral positive closed currents by currents
of integration along the common zero sets of k-tuples of holomorphic sections of high
powers of L.
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Theorem 1.1. Let (X,Ω) be a compact Kähler manifold and (L, h0) be a holomorphic line
bundle on X endowed with a singular Hermitian metric h0 with strictly positive curvature
current, i.e. c1(L, h0) ≥ cΩ on X, for some constant c > 0. Assume that h0 is continuous
on X \ Σ, where Σ is an analytic subset of X. If k ≤ codim Σ and h is a singular Hermitian
metric on L with curvature current c1(L, h) ≥ 0 on X and with locally bounded weights on
X \ Σ, then there exists a sequence of currents Rj ∈ Ak(Lpj), where pj ↗ ∞, such that Rj

converges weakly on X to c1(L, h)k.

The hypothesis on h means the following: if Uα is an open set of X on which there
exists a local holomorphic frame eα of L and |eα|h = e−ψα, then ψα is plurisubharmonic
(psh) on Uα and locally bounded on Uα \ Σ. Note that in Theorem 1.1 the line bundle L
is big and X is Moishezon [JS]. Hence X is a projective manifold, since it is assumed to
be Kähler (see e. g. [MM1, Theorem 2.2.26]).

The proof relies on the convergence of Fubini-Study currents obtained in [CM1, Theo-
rem 5.4] . This follows in turn from the weak asymptotic behavior of the Bergman kernel,
1
p

logPp → 0 in L1
loc, see [CM1, Theorems 1.1, 1.2]. For equidistribution results concern-

ing some non-compact manifolds see [DMS], where the full asymptotic expansion of the
Bergman kernel [MM1, Theorem 6.1.1] [MM2, Theorem 3.11] is used.

In the case that the line bundle L is positive (i. e. it admits a smooth Hermitian metric
with positive curvature), one has the following theorem in which the approximation is
achieved by using currents of integration over common zero sets of k-tuples of sections
rather than averages of such.

Theorem 1.2. Let X be a compact Kähler manifold of dimension n and L be a positive
holomorphic line bundle on X. Assume that h is a singular Hermitian metric on L with
positive curvature current c1(L, h) ≥ 0 such that the current c1(L, h)k is well defined for
some k ≤ n. Then there exist a sequence of integers pj ↗ ∞ and sections σj,1, . . . , σj,k ∈
H0(X,Lpj) such that Tj := [σj,1 = 0]∧ . . .∧ [σj,k = 0] are well defined positive closed currents
of bidegree (k, k) and p−kj Tj → c1(L, h)k weakly on X.

Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of the equidistribution results of common zeros of k-
tuples of holomorphic sections [DS, SZ1, SZ2] and the regularization results of [D3,
GZ1, BK]. The hypothesis on the wedge product current c1(L, h)k is that it is well defined
locally, in the sense of Bedford and Taylor [BT1, BT2]. We recall briefly its definition at
the beginning of Section 2.

In the situation of Theorem 1.2 for k = 1, Demailly [D1, Théorème 1.9] proved that
c1(L, h) can be approximated by currents of integration over irreducible hypersurfaces
in X. Theorem 1.2 shows that these currents can actually be chosen of type [σj = 0],
σj ∈ H0(X,Lpj). In the case when X is a projective homogeneous manifold or when X \
supp c1(L, h) satisfies a certain convexity property it was shown in [G, Theorems 0.5, 1.6]
that the approximating sections σj can be chosen is such a way that {σj = 0} converge
in the Hausdorff metric to the support of c1(L, h). Such an approximation theorem with
control on the supports was first proved in [DuS] for positive closed currents of bidegree
(1,1) on pseudoconvex domains in Cn.

When k = 1, Theorem 1.2 holds in fact in the more general case of a big line bundle
with an arbitrary positively curved singular Hermitian metric.
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Theorem 1.3. Let L be a big line bundle over the compact Kähler manifold X and h be a
singular Hermitian metric on L with positive curvature current c1(L, h) ≥ 0. Then there
exists a sequence of sections σj ∈ H0(X,Lpj), where pj ↗ ∞, such that p−1

j [σj = 0] →
c1(L, h) weakly on X as j →∞.

Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are proved in Section 2. In Section 3 we consider the
general framework as in [CM1] of a holomorphic line bundle L over a complex manifold
X endowed with a positively curved singular Hermitian metric h which is continuous
outside a compact analytic set Σ ⊂ X, and we work instead with the spaces of L2-
holomorphic sections of the adjoint bundles Lp ⊗KX relative to the metrics induced by
h and some positive (1, 1) form on X. If γp are the corresponding Fubini-Study currents
and k ≤ codim Σ we prove that 1

pk
γkp converge weakly on X to c1(L, h)k. We also study

the equidistribution of common zeros of k-tuples of L2-holomorphic sections of Lp⊗KX .
We conclude Section 3 by noting that working with sections of adjoint bundles one can
obtain a more general approximation theorem than Theorem 1.1, in the sense that the
metric h0 is assumed to verify a weaker positivity condition. Let Ak(Lp ⊗ KX) be the
spaces of positive closed currents of bidegree (k, k) on X defined as in (1) using sections
σ`,j ∈ H0(X,Lp ⊗KX). Namely, we prove the following:

Theorem 1.4. Let (X,Ω) be a compact Kähler manifold and (L, h0) be a holomorphic line
bundle on X endowed with a singular Hermitian metric h0 with positive curvature current
c1(L, h0) ≥ 0. Assume that there exists an analytic subset Σ of X such that h0 is continuous
on X \ Σ and c1(L, h0) is strictly positive on X \ Σ, i.e. c1(L, h0) ≥ εΩ for some continuous
function ε : X \ Σ −→ (0,+∞). If k ≤ codim Σ and h is a singular Hermitian metric on
L with curvature current c1(L, h) ≥ 0 on X and with locally bounded weights on X \ Σ,
then there exists a sequence of currents Rj ∈ Ak(Lpj ⊗ KX), where pj ↗ ∞, such that Rj

converges weakly on X to c1(L, h)k.

2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.1, 1.2 AND 1.3

We recall first the inductive definition of complex Monge-Ampère operators due to
Bedford and Taylor. Let T be a positive closed current of bidimension (`, `), ` > 0, on
an open set U in Cn and let |T | denote its trace measure. If u is a psh function on U so
that u ∈ L1

loc(U, |T |) we say that the wedge product ddcu ∧ T is well defined. This is the
positive closed current of bidimension (`− 1, `− 1) defined by ddcu ∧ T = ddc(uT ).

If u1, . . . , uk are psh functions on U we say that ddcu1∧ . . .∧ddcuk is well defined if one
can define inductively as above all intermediate currents

ddcuj1 ∧ . . . ∧ ddcuj` = ddc(uj1dd
cuj2 ∧ . . . ∧ ddcuj`), 1 ≤ j1 < . . . < j` ≤ k.

The wedge product is well defined for locally bounded psh functions [BT1, BT2], for psh
functions that are locally bounded outside a compact subset of a pseudoconvex open set
U , or when the mutual intersection of their unbounded loci is small in a certain sense
[S, D4, FS]. If Tj, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, are positive closed currents of bidegree (1, 1) on a complex
manifold then one defines T1 ∧ . . . ∧ Tk by working with their local psh potentials.

We will need the following lemma:
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Lemma 2.1 ([KN, Lemma 2.1, p. 182]). Let µ be a positive Radon measure on a compact
metric space K with µ(K) = 1, let B be the σ-algebra of Borel sets in K, and let f : X −→ C
be a given bounded Borel measurable function. Then

lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
`=1

f(x`) =

∫
X

f dµ

for almost all sequences (x`) ∈
∏∞

`=1(K,B, µ).

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since dim Σ ≤ n− k and h has locally bounded weights on X \ Σ,
c1(L, h)k is a well defined positive closed current on X by [D4, Corollary 2.11]. The proof
of Theorem 1.1 is divided in three steps.

Step 1. We introduce here the spaces of L2-holomorphic section of Lp and their Fubini-
Study currents that will be used in the proof. Assume for the moment that h is any
singular metric on L with positive curvature current c1(L, h) ≥ 0. Let H0

(2)(X,L
p) be the

space of L2-holomorphic sections of Lp relative to the metric hp induced by h and the
volume form Ωn on X,

H0
(2)(X,L

p) =
{
S ∈ H0(X,Lp) : ‖S‖2

p :=

∫
X

|S|2hp Ωn <∞
}
,

endowed with the obvious inner product. Let dp = dimH0
(2)(X,L

p) and fix an orthonor-
mal basis {Spi }1≤i≤dp of H0

(2)(X,L
p). We denote by γp the Fubini-Study current of the

space H0
(2)(X,L

p), defined by

(2) γp |Uα=
1

2
ddc log

(
dp∑
i=1

|spi |2
)
, Uα ⊂ X open ,

where dc = 1
2πi

(∂ − ∂), Spi = spi e
⊗p
α , and eα is a local holomorphic frame for L on Uα.

Recall that the currents γp are independent of the choice of basis {Spi } and we have

1

p
γp = c1(L, h) +

1

2p
ddc logPp ,

where Pp =
∑dp

i=1 |S
p
i |2hp is the Bergman kernel function of the spaceH0

(2)(X,L
p) (cf. [CM1,

Lemma 3.2] or [CM2, Lemma 3.8]). If S ∈ H0(X,Lp) the Lelong-Poincaré equation
[MM1, Theorem 2.3.3] takes the form

1

p
[S = 0] = c1(L, h) +

1

2p
ddc log |S|2hp .

Let θ be a closed smooth (1,1) form representing the first Chern class of L. Then any
positive closed current T of bidegree (1,1) in the first Chern class of L can be written
at T = θ + ddcϕ where ϕ is a θ-psh function on X. These are quasiplurisubharmonic
(qpsh) functions ϕ on X, i.e. functions that can be written locally as a sum of a psh
function and a smooth one, such that the current θ+ddcϕ ≥ 0. It follows by the inductive
(local) definition of the complex Monge-Ampère operator that if, for some k ≤ n, the
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wedge product currents c1(L, h)k, γkp , [σ1 = 0] ∧ . . . ∧ [σk = 0] are well defined, where
σi ∈ H0(X,Lp), then

(3)
1

pk

∫
X

γkp ∧ Ωn−k =
1

pk

∫
X

[σ1 = 0] ∧ . . . ∧ [σk = 0] ∧ Ωn−k =

∫
X

c1(L, h)k ∧ Ωn−k ,

all being equal to
∫
X
θk ∧ Ωn−k (cf. [GZ1]).

We identify the unit sphere Sp of (H0
(2)(X,L

p), ‖ · ‖L2) to the unit sphere S2dp−1 in Cdp

by

S2dp−1 3 a = (a1, . . . , adp) 7−→ Sa =

dp∑
i=1

aiS
p
i ∈ Sp,

and we let λp be the probability measure on Sp induced by the normalized surface mea-
sure on S2dp−1, denoted also by λp (i.e. λp(S2dp−1) = 1). If k ≥ 2, we let λkp denote the
product measure on (Sp)k determined by λp.

Step 2. We consider now the case when the metric h has strictly positive curvature
current and is continuous on X \ Σ. By [CM1, Theorem 5.4] (see also [CM1, Theorems
1.1, 1.2]), there exists p0 so that the currents c1(L, h)k and γkp , for p ≥ p0, are well defined
and 1

pk
γkp → c1(L, h)k weakly on X as p → ∞. Moreover, for each p ≥ p0 there exists a

set Np ⊂ (Sp)k with λkp(Np) = 0 such that

[σ = 0] := [σ1 = 0] ∧ . . . ∧ [σk = 0] , where σ = (σ1, . . . , σk) ∈ (Sp)k \ Np ,

is a well defined positive closed current of bidegree (k, k) on X and∫
(Sp)k

〈
[σ = 0], θ

〉
dλkp = 〈γkp , θ〉 ,

for every test form θ on X.
Let {θm}m≥1 be a dense set of smooth (n − k, n − k) forms on X and let p ≥ p0. We

define the function

fm : (Sp)k → C, fm(σ) =

{
〈[σ = 0], θm〉 , if σ ∈ (Sp)k \ Np ,
0 , if σ ∈ Np .

Then fm is Borel measurable and bounded in view of (3). Since λkp(Np) = 0, Lemma 2.1,
applied to the finite collection of functions fm, 1 ≤ m ≤ p, implies that for almost all
sequences (σ`) ∈

∏∞
`=1((Sp)k \ Np, λkp) we have

1

N

N∑
`=1

fm(σ`) =
1

N

N∑
`=1

〈[σ` = 0], θm〉 →
∫

(Sp)k
fm dλ

k
p = 〈γkp , θm〉 ,

as N →∞, for all m, 1 ≤ m ≤ p.
It folows that for each p ≥ p0 there exists a current Tp = 1

Np

∑Np
`=1[σp` = 0], where

Np ∈ N, σp` ∈ (Sp)k \ Np, such that

(4)
∣∣〈Tp, θm〉 − 〈γkp , θm〉∣∣ < 1 , 1 ≤ m ≤ p .
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By (3) the currents 1
pk
γkp and Rp := 1

pk
Tp ∈ Ak(Lp) have uniformly bounded mass. Since

1
pk
γkp → c1(L, h)k, we conclude by (4) that Rp → c1(L, h)k weakly on X as p→∞.

Step 3. We treat here the general case when h has locally bounded weights on X \ Σ
and c1(L, h) ≥ 0. Fix a smooth Hermitian metric hs on L and let θ = c1(L, hs). By
[D2] (see also [GZ1]) the set of positively curved singular metrics on L is in one-to-
one correspondence with the set of θ-psh functions on X. Let ϕ, resp. ϕ0, be the θ-psh
function determined by h, resp. h0.

By hypothesis, ϕ is locally bounded on X \ Σ, ϕ0 is continuous on X \ Σ, and

c1(L, h) = θ + ddcϕ ≥ 0 , c1(L, h0) = θ + ddcϕ0 ≥ cΩ .

Subtracting a constant we may assume ϕ < 0 on X. By [DP, Theorem 3.2] (see also [D3,
Proposition 3.7]) there exist a sequence of qpsh functions ϕj < 0 decreasing to ϕ on X
and a sequence εj ∈ (0, c), εj ↘ 0, such that ϕj are smooth on X \Σ and θ+ddcϕj ≥ −εjΩ
on X. If ϕ̃j = (1− εj/c)ϕj + (εj/c)ϕ0 then

θ + ddcϕ̃j ≥ θ − (1− εj/c)(θ + εjΩ) + (εj/c)(−θ + cΩ) = (ε2
j/c) Ω ,

hence ϕ̃j are θ-psh. Let hj denote the metric on L determined by ϕ̃j, so c1(L, hj) ≥
(ε2
j/c) Ω on X and hj is continuous on X \ Σ.
We claim that c1(L, hj)

k → c1(L, h)k weakly on X as j → ∞. Indeed, let U ⊂ X be a
coordinate ball and write θ = ddcχ, Ω = ddcρ, where χ, ρ are smooth functions so that
χ < 0, ρ > 0 on U . The functions

ψj = (1− εj/c)(χ+ ϕj) + εjρ , ψ0 = χ+ ϕ0 − cρ ,

are continuous on U \Σ and psh on U , since ddcψj ≥ (ε2
j/c) Ω, ddcψ0 ≥ 0. As χ < 0, ρ > 0,

0 > ϕj ↘ ϕ, εj ↘ 0, it follows that ψj ↘ χ+ ϕ on U . Note that on U

c1(L, hj) = θ + ddcϕ̃j = ddcψ̃j where ψ̃j = ψj + (εj/c)ψ0 .

Since k ≤ codim Σ, it follows by [D4, Corollary 2.11] that (ddcψj)
k−` ∧ (ddcψ0)`, (ddc(χ+

ϕ))k−` ∧ (ddcψ0)`, 0 ≤ ` ≤ k, are well defined positive closed currents on U . Moreover,
since εj → 0 and by [D4, Proposition 2.9], (ddcψj)

k−` ∧ (ddcψ0)` → (ddc(χ + ϕ))k−` ∧
(ddcψ0)`, we have

c1(L, hj)
k = (ddcψ̃j)

k =
k∑
`=0

(
k

`

)
ε`j
c`

(ddcψj)
k−` ∧ (ddcψ0)` → c1(L, h)k ,

weakly on U as j →∞.
Let {θm}m≥1 be a dense set of smooth (n − k, n − k) forms on X. Applying the result

of Step 2 to each metric hj we obtain a sequence of integers pj ↗ ∞ and of currents
Rj ∈ Ak(Lpj) such that∣∣〈Rj, θm

〉
−
〈
c1(L, hj)

k, θm
〉∣∣ < 1/j , 1 ≤ m ≤ j .

Since Rj, c1(L, hj)
k, have uniformly bounded mass and c1(L, hj)

k → c1(L, h)k, it follows
that Rj → c1(L, h)k weakly on X as j →∞. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. �
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Remark 2.2. The hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 that X carries a Kähler form Ω is essential.
In Step 2 of the proof we apply [CM1, Theorem 5.4], which requires X to be a Kähler
manifold. Moreover, we use that Ω is a Kähler form in formula (3), which shows that all
currents 1

pk
γkp , Rp ∈ Ak(Lp), have equal mass with respect to Ωn−k.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. We note first that Theorem 1.2 holds if h is a smooth metric with
positive curvature c1(L, h) > 0. Indeed, by [DS, Théorème 7.3] (see also [SZ2]) there
exist sections σp,1, . . . , σp,k ∈ H0(X,Lp) such that [σp,1 = 0]∧. . .∧[σp,k = 0] are well defined
positive closed currents of bidegree (k, k) and 1

pk
[σp,1 = 0] ∧ . . . ∧ [σp,k = 0] → c1(L, h)k

weakly on X as p→∞.
We consider next the general case of a singular metric h with c1(L, h) ≥ 0 and such

that the current c1(L, h)k is well defined for some k ≤ n. Let h0 be a smooth metric on L
such that Ω = c1(L, h0) is a Kähler form on X and let ϕ be the Ω-psh function determined
by h (see [D2, GZ1]). The regularization theorem [BK, Theorem 1] (see also [D3], [GZ1,
Theorem 8.1]) yields a decreasing sequence of smooth Ω-psh functions ϕj ↘ ϕ on X.
Subtracting a constant, we may assume that ϕ1 < 0 on X. Then ψj := j

j+1
ϕj are smooth

Ω-psh functions on X and ψj ↘ ϕ as j → ∞. If hj is the metric on L defined by ψj then
c1(L, hj) = Ω + ddcψj ≥ 1

j+1
Ω > 0. Since the Monge-Ampère operator is continuous on

decreasing sequences it follows that c1(L, hj)
k → c1(L, h)k weakly on X.

We proceed now as in Step 3 from the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let {θm}m≥1 be a dense
set of smooth (n − k, n − k) forms on X. As noted at the beginning of the proof, we can
apply the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 for each smooth positively curved metric hj. Thus
we obtain a sequence of integers pj ↗ ∞ and sections σj,1, . . . , σj,k ∈ H0(X,Lpj) such
that Tj := [σj,1 = 0] ∧ . . . ∧ [σj,k = 0] are well defined positive closed currents of bidegree
(k, k) and ∣∣〈p−kj Tj, θm

〉
− 〈c1(L, hj)

k, θm〉
∣∣ < 1/j , 1 ≤ m ≤ j .

Since the currents p−kj Tj, c1(L, hj)
k, have uniformly bounded mass and c1(L, hj)

k →
c1(L, h)k, it follows that p−kj Tj → c1(L, h)k weakly on X as j →∞. �

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Since L is big, it carries a singular Hermitian metric h0 with strictly
positive curvature current [JS] (see also [MM1, Theorem 2.3.8]). If h is any such metric,
[CM1, Theorem 5.1] shows that there exists a sequence of sections σp ∈ H0(X,Lp) such
that 1

p
[σp = 0]→ c1(L, h) weakly on X as p→∞.

Assume now that h is a singular Hermitian metric on L with positive curvature current
c1(L, h) ≥ 0. Let hs be a fixed smooth metric on L, θ = c1(L, hs), and let ϕ, ϕ0 be the
θ-psh functions determined by h, resp. h0. If hj is the singular metric on L determined
by the θ-psh function ϕj = (jϕ + ϕ0)/(j + 1) then its curvature is a Kähler current, since
c1(L, hj) ≥ (j + 1)−1c1(L, h0). As ϕj → ϕ in L1(X), it follows that c1(L, hj) → c1(L, h)
weakly on X. Then we conclude the proof proceeding as at the end of the proof of
Theorem 1.2, since Theorem 1.3 holds for each metric hj. �

Example 2.3. We conclude this section by discussing a fundamental example where The-
orem 1.2 applies. Consider the line bundle L = O(1) over X = Pn. The global holo-
morphic sections of Ld are given by homogeneous polynomials of degree d on Cn+1. If
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ω denotes the Fubini-Study Kähler form on Pn then the set of singular metrics h on L
is in one-to-one correspondence to the set of ω-psh functions ϕ on Pn, and we have
c1(L, h) = ω + ddcϕ ([D2], [GZ1]). Moreover, the latter class is in one-to-one correspon-
dence to the Lelong class L(Cn) of entire psh functions with logarithmic growth, where
we consider the standard embedding Cn ↪→ Pn (cf. [GZ1, Section 2]). Recall that a psh
function u on Cn is said to have logarithmic growth if u(z) ≤ log+ ‖z‖ + C holds on Cn,
with some constant C depending on u.

The domain DMA(Pn, ω) of the complex Monge-Ampère operator is defined in [CGZ]
to be the set of ω-psh functions ϕ on Pn for which there is a positive Radon measure
MA(ϕ) with the following property: If {ϕj} is any sequence of bounded ω-psh functions
decreasing to ϕ then (ω + ddcϕj)

n → MA(ϕ), in the weak sense of measures. We set
(ω + ddcϕ)n := MA(ϕ). This domain includes all the classes in which the operator was
defined earlier, either as a consequence of the local theory [BT1, BT2, Ce, Bl1, Bl2], or
genuinely in the compact setting (the class E from [GZ2]).

Theorem 2.4. For every ϕ ∈ DMA(Pn, ω) there exist a sequence of integers dj ↗∞ and n-
tuples (Pj,1, . . . , Pj,n) of homogeneous polynomials of degree dj on Cn+1 such that for each j
the set {Pj,1 = 0}∩. . .∩{Pj,n = 0} ⊂ Pn is finite and the measures d−nj [Pj,1 = 0]∧. . .∧[Pj,n =
0] converge weakly on Pn to (ω + ddcϕ)n.

This follows immediately by applying Theorem 1.2 to the singular metric on L deter-
mined by ϕ.

3. EQUIDISTRIBUTION FOR SECTIONS OF ADJOINT BUNDLES

We return here to a general framework analogous to [CM1] and consider sections of
adjoint bundles. The benefit is that the analysis of the Bergman kernel becomes easier,
since its definition doesn’t depend in this case on the ground metric and L2 estimates
do not involve the Ricci curvature. This is especially useful when dealing with singular
spaces or metrics and was already done for orbifolds in [CM2]. We consider the following
setting:

(A) X is a complex manifold of dimension n (not necessarily compact), Σ is a compact
analytic subvariety of X, and Ω is a smooth positive (1, 1) form on X \ Σ.

(B) (L, h) is a holomorphic line bundle on X with a singular Hermitian metric h with
positive curvature current c1(L, h) ≥ 0 on X.

Consider the space H0
(2)(X \ Σ, Lp ⊗KX) of L2-holomorphic sections of Lp ⊗KX |X\Σ

relative to the metrics hp on Lp induced by h, hKX on KX |X\Σ
induced by Ω and the

volume form Ωn on X \ Σ, endowed with the inner product

(S, S ′)p =

∫
X\Σ
〈S, S ′〉hp,Ω Ωn , S, S ′ ∈ H0

(2)(X \ Σ, Lp ⊗KX).

The interesting point is that the space H0
(2)(X \Σ, Lp⊗KX) does not depend on the choice

of the form Ω. Indeed, for any (n, 0)-form S with values in Lp, and any metrics Ω, Ω1 on
X \Σ, we have pointwise |S|2hp,ΩΩn = |S|2hp,Ω1

Ωn
1 . Therefore, we can take Ω to be a smooth

positive (1,1) form on X. Since c1(L, h) ≥ 0, the metric h has psh local weights, so it
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is locally bounded below away from zero. Thus sections S ∈ H0
(2)(X \ Σ, Lp ⊗ KX) are

locally integrable on X (with respect to the Lebesgue measure). Skoda’s lemma [MM1,
Lemma 2.3.22] shows that sections in H0

(2)(X \Σ, Lp⊗KX) extend holomorphically to X,
therefore H0

(2)(X \ Σ, Lp ⊗KX) ⊂ H0(X,Lp ⊗KX) and

H0
(2)(X \ Σ, Lp ⊗KX) = H0

(2)(X,L
p ⊗KX)

=
{
S ∈ H0(X,Lp ⊗KX) :

∫
X

|S|2
hp,Ω̃

Ω̃n <∞
}
,

where Ω̃ is any smooth positive (1, 1) form on X.
Let dp := dimH0

(2)(X,L
p ⊗ KX) ∈ N ∪ {∞} and let {Spj }j be an orthonormal basis of

H0
(2)(X,L

p ⊗KX). Denote by Pp the Bergman kernel function defined by

(5) Pp(x) =

dp∑
j=1

|Spj (x)|2hp,Ω , |S
p
j (x)|2hp,Ω := 〈Spj (x), Spj (x)〉hp,Ω , x ∈ X .

We denote by γp the Fubini-Study current of the space H0
(2)(X,L

p ⊗KX), defined by

(6) γp |U=
1

2
ddc log

( dp∑
j=1

|spj |2
)
, U ⊂ X open ,

where Spj = spj e
⊗p ⊗ e′, and e, e′ are local holomorphic frames for L, KX on U . As in

[CM1, Lemma 3.2] (see also [MM2, (3.48)]) we see that the currents γp are independent
of the choice of basis {Spj } and we have

1

p
γp = c1(L, h) +

1

p
c1(KX , h

KX ) +
1

2p
ddc logPp .

By taking Ω to be smooth on X, we have 1
p
c1(KX , h

KX )→ 0 locally uniformly as p→∞.
We denote by [S = 0] the current of integration (with multiplicities) over the analytic

hypersurface {S = 0} determined by a nontrivial section S ∈ H0(X,Lp ⊗ KX). The
Lelong-Poincaré equation reads

1

p
[S = 0] = c1(L, h) +

1

p
c1(KX , h

KX ) +
1

2p
ddc log |S|2hp,Ω .

WhenX is compact, let Sp be the unit sphere of (H0
(2)(X,L

p⊗KX), ‖·‖L2) and let λp be the
normalized surface measure on Sp. We denote by λkp the product measure on (Sp)k. We
also consider the probability space S∞ =

∏∞
p=1 Sp endowed with the probability measure

λ∞ =
∏∞

p=1 λp .

Theorem 3.1. Let X, Σ, Ω, (L, h) satisfy (A), (B) and assume that there exists an open set
G ⊂ X such that c1(L, h) is strictly positive on G \ Σ, i.e. c1(L, h) ≥ εΩ on G \ Σ, for some
continuous function ε : G \ Σ −→ (0,+∞).
(i) Assume that X \ Σ admits a complete Kähler metric. Then 1

p
γp → c1(L, h) weakly as

currents on G and 1
p

logPp → 0 in L1
loc(G,Ω

n), as p→∞.
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(ii) Assume that X is a compact Kähler manifold. Then 1
p

[σp = 0] → c1(L, h) weakly on G
as p→∞, for λ∞-a.e. sequence {σp}p≥1 ∈ S∞.

Proof. To prove (i), we repeat the proof of [CM2, Theorem 1.1], by replacing the orbifold
regular locus Xorb

reg in loc. cit. by X \ Σ . The proof of (ii) is analogous to the proof of
[CM2, Theorem 1.6]. �

Consider now the following condition:
(B′) (L, h) is a holomorphic line bundle on X with a singular Hermitian metric h on X

such that h is continuous on X \ Σ and c1(L, h) ≥ 0 on X.
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem [CM1, Theorem 1.1] we obtain the following:

Theorem 3.2. Let X, Σ, Ω, (L, h) satisfy (A), (B ′) and assume that

(7) lim
p→∞

1

p
logPp(x) = 0, locally uniformly on X \ Σ .

Then 1
p
γp → c1(L, h) weakly on X. If, in addition, dim Σ ≤ n − k for some 2 ≤ k ≤ n,

then the currents γk and γkp are well defined on X, respectively on each relatively compact
neighborhood of Σ, for all p sufficiently large. Moreover, 1

pk
γkp → γk weakly on X.

By slight modifications of the proofs of [CM1, Theorems 1.2, 4.3] we obtain:

Theorem 3.3. Let X, Σ, Ω, (L, h) satisfy (A), (B ′). Assume that X is compact, dim Σ ≤
n− k for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and that (7) holds. Then, for all p sufficiently large:

(i) [σ = 0] := [σ1 = 0] ∧ . . . ∧ [σk = 0] is a well defined positive closed current of bidegree
(k,k) on X, for λkp-a.e. σ = (σ1, . . . , σk) ∈ (Sp)k.

(ii) The expectation Ek
p [σ = 0] of the current-valued random variable σ → [σ = 0], given

by 〈Ek
p [σ = 0], ϕ〉 =

∫
(Sp)k
〈[σ = 0], ϕ〉 dλkp, where ϕ is a test form on X, is a well defined

current and Ek
p [σ = 0] = γkp .

(iii) We have 1
pk
Ek
p [σ = 0]→ γk as p→∞, weakly in the sense of currents on X.

Theorem 3.4. Let X, Σ, Ω, (L, h) satisfy (A), (B ′) such that X is compact and (7) holds.
Then 1

p
[σp = 0]→ c1(L, h) as p→∞ weakly on X, for λ∞-a.e. sequence {σp}p≥1 ∈ S∞.

Taking advantage of the fact that we work with adjoint bundles, we apply in the next
result the analysis already used in [CM2] (especially the resolution of the ∂-equation on
complete Kähler manifolds, cf. [CM2, §4.2-3]).

Theorem 3.5. Let X, Σ, Ω, (L, h) satisfy (A), (B ′) and let k ≤ codim Σ. Assume that X \Σ
admits a complete Kähler metric and c1(L, h) is strictly positive on X \Σ, i.e. c1(L, h) ≥ εΩ
on X \ Σ, for some continuous function ε : X \ Σ −→ (0,+∞). Then (7) holds and the
conclusions of Theorem 3.2 hold. If, in addition, X is compact, then 1

p
[σp = 0] → c1(L, h)

as p → ∞ weakly on X, for λ∞-a.e. sequence {σp}p≥1 ∈ S∞. Moreover, the conclusions of
Theorem 3.3 hold.

Proof. The locally uniform convergence (7) follows by showing the estimate [CM2, (12)]
as in [CM2, Theorem 4.7], whereby Xorb

reg in loc. cit. is replaced by X \ Σ . Hence we can
apply Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 in this situation. �
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. We repeat the proof of Theorem 1.1, working now with the spaces
H0

(2)(X,L
p ⊗ KX) of L2-holomorphic sections of adjoint bundles, and using Theorem

3.5 instead of [CM1, Theorem 5.4] in Step 2 of the proof. Note that X \ Σ admits a
complete Kähler metric since X is a compact Kähler manifold (cf. [O]; see also [CM2,
Lemma 4.9]). �

Along the same lines as above, there are versions of [CM1, Theorems 6.19, 6.21] for
n-forms.

Theorem 3.6. Let X be a 1-convex manifold and Σ ⊂ X be the exceptional set of X. Let
(L, h) be a holomorphic line bundle on X with singular metric h such that c1(L, h) ≥ 0
on X, c1(L, h) is strictly positive on X \ Σ, and h |X\Σ is continuous. Then (7) holds. In
particular, the conclusions of Theorem 3.2 hold for the spaces H0

(2)(X,L
p ⊗KX).

Proof. Indeed, X \Σ admits a complete Kähler metric, so this is an immediate application
of Theorem 3.5. �

Remark 3.7. If we suppose only that c1(L, h) is strictly positive in a neighborhood of Σ,
we can modify the metric h by he−Aρ, where ρ is the exhaustion function of X and A
is an appropriate constant, so that the curvature of the line bundle (L, he−Aρ) becomes
positive on the whole X \ Σ. Thus 1

p
γp → c1(L, he−Aρ) = c1(L, h) + Addcϕ as p → ∞ on

X.
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